
UPS Systems

Blackout, brownout and surge protection 
for computer systems from stand-alone 
PCs to mainframes. Models from 200VA 
to 10kVA.

Line Conditioners

Brownout, overvoltage and surge 
protection for computer systems and 
laser printers. Models from 600 to 
2400 watts.

Isobar® Premium

Surge Suppressors

Premium surge, spike and line noise 
suppression for computer systems and 
home electronics. Up to 12 outlets and 
2850 joules of surge suppression.

200106157 95-2170

PowerVerter®

Sizing Guide

PowerVerter®

Sizing Guide

Cable and �

Connectivity Products

An extensive inventory of the most 
popular premium-quality assemblies for 
computer connection. Complete line of 
automatic, manual and KVM switches 
also available. 

For more information, including a list of 
Tripp Lite's sales offices and authorized 
reseller partners, please visit us on the 
Web at www.tripplite.com or call 
(773) 869-1234.

Tripp Lite offers a full line

of quality products for

power protection and

computer connection.

PowerVerter®

Quality Engineered DC-to-AC Inverters

Inverters
PowerVerter
Inverters

®

Quality Engineered DC-to-AC Inverters

From the nation’s leading manufacturer of power protection and cable/connectivity products–
including the isobar® Premium Surge Suppressor

www.tripplite.com

Ultra-Compact

PowerVerter

DC-to-AC Inverters

Permanent-Mount &

Portable Power

Solutions

pages 6 - 7

High Surge

PowerVerter Plus

DC-to-AC Inverters

Industrial-Strength

Power for Vehicular

Mounting

pages 2 - 3
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AC power wherever you need it!AC power wherever you need it!

Application 

Finishing Sander 190
5" Bench Grinder 220
¼" Drill 300
Soldering Gun 300
6" Bench Grinder 400
790˚ F Heat Gun 400
   " Reversible Drill 450
Jigsaw 450
Standard Sawsall 480
4½" Disk Grinder 600
½" Reversible Drill 700
10 Gallon Wet/Dry Vacuum 900
6" Circular Saw 950
Router 1000
1200˚ F Heat Gun 1000
Disk Sander/Grinder 1200
14" Chain Saw 1200

    hp Submersible Sump Pump 880
¼ hp Submersible Sump Pump 925
    hp Submersible Sump Pump 1050 
½ hp Submersible Sump Pump 1400 

Video Game System 20
12" Black and White TV 30
VCR 30
CD Changer/Mini System 50
13" Color TV 80
19" Color TV 160
25" Color TV 220
Stereo Amplifier 240

Can Opener 100
Electric Knife 100
12" 3-Speed Fan 250
Mixer/Blender 300
Food Processor 400
Portable Vacuum 550
Toaster Oven 1000
Coffeemaker 1000
Microwave Oven 1000

Inkjet/Bubblejet Printer 40
Laptop Computer 100
Fax Machine 120
14" Color Monitor 125
Laser Printer  800

Laptop Computer Charger 25
7.2V Cordless Drill Charger 25
Cellular Phone Charger 25
Camcorder Charger 25
Cordless Saw Charger 35
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ULTRA 
COMPACT

GENERAL 
PURPOSE 

APS 
SYSTEMS

POWERVERTER 
PLUS

Can’t find your equipment on the chart? 
Multiply the amps of your device by its voltage to 

determine required wattage.
Amps x Volts = Watts

(Example: A ¼¨ Drill requires 2½ Amps.  2½ Amps x 120 = 300 Watts)

Always choose an inverter with a rating greater than 
or equal to required wattage.
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Ultra-Compact PowerVerter Inverters power all 
applications with the vehicle engine off or on.

RV Entertainment Center:
Bring your entire home theater system (television,
VCR/DVD player, CD player and more) on the road!
PV1800HF and PV1000HF models
supply enough power and AC out-
lets to simultaneously run multiple
pieces of equipment. PV500 model
provides a portable solution for
mobile entertainment.

Mobile Kitchen/Workshop:
PV1800HF and PV1000HF models connected to a vehicle
or auxiliary battery source can power a variety of kitchen
appliances and power tools. Since they pack up to 1800
watts of power, you don’t have to choose between a
blender and a drill—run them simultaneously!

Automotive Office:
A PV300 or PVINT300 plugged into a dashboard lighter pro-
vides enough power for a laptop and a color inkjet printer,
making it possible to print reports and mock-ups on the fly.

Recharging on the Road:
The PV140 can be used to power or
recharge cell phones, laptop 
computers, electric shavers, cam-
corders, portable CD players and
many other devices from your dash-
board lighter or 12V DC outlet.

Power Management Features

High-Efficiency Power Conversion
Run your equipment longer and charge your battery less often with
Ultra-Compact PowerVerter Inverter’s highly energy-efficient 
DC-to-AC operation. All models are rated up to 90% efficient*,
ensuring that more of your battery’s DC power is used to run your
equipment and that less energy is lost as waste heat.Ultra-Compact
PowerVerter models run cooler and more quietly compared to
inverters with lower efficiency ratings.

Peak Surge Capacity
Ultra-Compact PowerVerter Inverters can produce more than their
continuous output rating for very short periods of time. Since many
tools, appliances and printers require more power to start, this
allows you to use PowerVerters with a wider range of equipment.

Computer-Grade Power
Modified sine wave output provides clean, consistent power at the
Ultra-Compact PowerVerter Inverter’s outlets, with no spikes or
surges.This high-quality power output helps loads operate at peak
performance and helps keep electronic circuitry cool. Connected
audio/visual equipment and monitors exhibit less static and noise.

Low Battery Shutdown
When Ultra-Compact PowerVerter Inverters detect low DC voltage
from your battery, they will automatically shut down, saving your
battery and the inverter from damage.This feature helps preserve
enough power in your battery to restart your vehicle.

Connection
Ultra-Compact PowerVerter Inverters feature up to three AC outlets
to accommodate all of your electronic equipment. Portable models
(PV500, PV300, PVINT300 and PV140) include all necessary
cabling for battery connection. PV300, PVINT300 and PV140 
models plug directly into any vehicle’s cigarette lighter or 12V DC
outlet. PV500 model features battery clips that connect directly to
battery terminals. Permanent-mount models (PV1800HF and
PV1000HF) connect to batteries with user-supplied wiring.

Mounting
Permanently mount PV1800HF and PV1000HF models to any flat,
rigid surface using built-in mounting flanges and user-supplied
hardware. PV500, PV300, PVINT300 and PV140 are designed for 
portability and easy storage.Operate them on your car seat or floor,
and store them in your glove compartment or under your seat.
* Efficiency varies depending on load.

Look for 
Ultra-Compact 
PowerVerters in 
informative 
retail packaging 

Specifications

Typical Applications
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High Surge PowerVerter® Plus
DC-to-AC Inverters
Industrial-Strength Power for Vehicular Mounting

Made to Handle 
High Start-Up Wattages
Many electric motors require more power to start than they do 
to keep running. PowerVerter Plus Inverters can deliver the
required start-up wattages, making them ideal for most electric
motor-driven equipment. Sophisticated electronic circuitry 
provides high peak surge power (up to 200% of rated output) to
start and run heavy draw devices.

Heavy Duty Construction 
for the Road 
Made to withstand vibration and impact, PowerVerter Plus
Inverters are ideal for mounting in vehicles, including wheeled,
marine and aeronautic transport. Use them in fleet vehicles and
service trucks or wherever you need power to get a hard job done.

Strong but Sensitive
PowerVerter Plus Inverters not only have high power output and
multiple outlets, but they are also designed to provide delicate 
equipment with the highest grade power possible. They provide
continuous power output, supplying their full watt rating 
indefinitely as long as connected batteries are adequately charged.
Modified sine wave output, frequency control and output voltage
regulation make PowerVerter Plus Inverters suitable even for use
with timing motors and sensitive monitoring equipment.

Quality Engineered Features

High Peak Surge Output
Because they can meet high initial power demands,
PowerVerter Plus Inverters can start and power motors from  

horsepower (PV500FC) to 1 horsepower (PV2400FC).

Automatic Overload Protection
If overloaded, PowerVerter systems automatically 
protect themselves from damage.

Frequency Controlled Inverter Output
Allows devices dependent on tightly regulated AC line 
frequency (such as computers,VCRs, CD players, tape
recorders and clocks) to operate with no irregularities.

Battery Charge Meter
Shows the level of battery charge remaining.

Load Meter
Displays the level of demand placed on the PowerVerter 
by attached equipment.

Power Switch
Controls PowerVerter operation.

Remote Control Options
PowerVerter Plus 500FC and 1000FC models feature
Remote On/Off Ports.With the addition of a cable and
on/off switch, these inverters can be turned on and off
from a distance. PowerVerter Plus 2000FC and 2400FC
models feature RJ45 ports that allow the connection of an
optional APSRM Remote on a 50' cord. APSRM Remotes 
(as shown below) offer the same LED meters and power
switch as the 2000FC and 2400FC's front panels.

11

22

33

44

APSRM Remote

PV500FC

PV2000FC

11 22 3344
11 2233

221144 33

Input Output Continuous No. of
Model Voltage DC Voltage Output Output 15 Amp Size
Number (DC) Connection (AC) Frequency Power Outlets (H x W x D) Weight

Permanent-Mount Models
PV1800HF 12 volts User-Supplied Cables 120 volts 60 Hz 1800 watts 3 3.9 x 10 x 9.75" 8 lb
PV1000HF 12 volts User-Supplied Cables 120 volts 60 Hz 1000 watts 3 3.9 x 6 x 12" 6 lb
Portable Models
PV500 12 volts Battery Clips 120 volts 60 Hz 500 watts 3 2.5 x 5 x 8" 2.5 lb
PV300 12 volts Lighter Plug 120 volts 60 Hz 300 watts 2 1.75 x 4.5 x 6" 2 lb
PV140 12 volts Lighter Plug 120 volts 60 Hz 140 watts 1 1.75 x 3 x 6" 1.5 lb
PVINT300 12 volts Lighter Plug 230 volts 50 Hz 300 watts 1* 1.75 x 4.5 x 6" 2 lb

1
8

* 10 amp universal outlet
The policy of Tripp Lite is one of continuous improvement. Product specifications subject to change without notification.
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Truck Mount:
A PV2400FC can be permanent-
ly mounted in a diesel truck,
drawing on the 24V vehicle’s
battery to power lights, tools
and communications equipment.

Camping Kitchen:
A PV1000FC connected to a
truck or RV battery can power
all sorts of kitchen appliances:
blenders, coffee makers, even
microwaves.

On-Site Power:
A PV2000FC can draw energy
from vehicle batteries to power
lights and small motors at con-
struction sites,providing a quiet,
ecological, economical alterna-
tive to gas-powered generators.

Travelling Workshop:
A PV500FC connected to a pick-
up’s battery can run drills,
grinders and sawsalls, and can
recharge cordless tools.

Typical ApplicationsAdvantages
Over
Generators
PowerVerter Inverters
are suitable for a wide
range of applications for
which gas generators
just don't measure up.

Safer Power
Generators often produce irregular output voltage and frequency
that could cause computer failures and damage sensitive compo-
nents.PowerVerter Inverters always provide controlled voltage and
frequency output power, which is safer for connected equipment.

Cleaner, Quieter Operation
PowerVerter Inverters generate no toxic fumes,use no flammable fuels
and make less noise than generators, making them suitable for envi-
ronments where generators would be hazardous and inconvenient.

Simpler Upkeep
PowerVerter Inverters require no regular maintenance. They 
are smaller and lighter than generators, making them easier to
transport and store.

High-Efficiency Power Conversion
Run your equipment longer and charge your battery less often with
PowerVerter Plus’ highly energy-efficient DC-to-AC operation. All
models are rated up to 90% efficient*, ensuring that more of your
battery’s DC power is used to run your equipment and that less
energy is lost as waste heat. PowerVerter Plus models run cooler
and quieter compared to inverters with lower efficiency ratings.

Connection
PowerVerter Plus Inverters feature multiple AC outlets so that 
equipment may be plugged directly into them.Battery connections
are made with user-supplied cables and fuses.

Mounting
PowerVerter Plus Inverters are designed for permanent mounting
on-site or in vehicles. Mounting flanges or keyhole brackets allow
for horizontal installation on rigid surfaces and mounting plates.
* Efficiency varies depending on load.

General Purpose PowerVerter®

Power for Smaller Loads/Shorter 
Duty Cycles

Reliable and Affordable PowerVerter Technology
Tripp Lite provides a number of low-power, low-cost PowerVerters

as economical solutions for light power applications. The PV125 

is a portable inverter with an adapter that

can draw on a vehicle’s battery to provide

AC power right from the dashboard.The PV

200, 400 and 400/24 have built-in fuses,

connect to batteries with user-supplied

cabling and can be permanently mounted

on horizontal surfaces.

Specifications
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Quality Engineered Features
Easy DC Battery Connection

• Cigarette Lighter 12V DC Plug (PV140, PV300, PVINT300)

Simply plug into any dashboard 
lighter or 12V DC outlet to draw 
power from your vehicle's battery.

• Battery Clips and Cables (PV500)

Clip directly to vehicle or 
auxiliary batteries.

• Connectors for User-Supplied Cables 
(PV1800HF, PV1000HF)

Cool, Continuous Operation
Up to two internal fans allow longer, cooler continuous
inverter operation.*

Easily-Replaceable External Fuses
Commonly-found, easily replaceable automotive-type fuses 
in conjunction with internal sensing circuits protect your
inverter and your battery from overload.

Durable Aluminum Housing
Rugged to handle rough travel. Light enough to carry along.

Battery-Saver Alarm
Alerts you to low battery voltage level allowing you to 
safely shut down equipment and recharge your battery.

Up to 3 AC Outlets
Accommodate all 
your electronic 
equipment.

Built-In 
Mounting 
Flanges
(PV1800HF, PV1000HF) 

Provide safe,
permanent 
installation.

Illuminated
On/Off Switch

11

33

44

55

66

Affordable, Space-Saving Models
Ultra-Compact PowerVerter Inverters provide affordable, space-
saving solutions for all mobile power applications.They pack reli-
able technology into a durable, lightweight aluminum housing
small enough to store or mount inside any car, pick-up, conversion
van or trailer. Choose from permanent-mount or portable models.

Permanent-Mount Models—
The Ultimate Heavy-Duty Power Centers
With PV1800HF and PV1000HF models, you never have to make
difficult decisions about what to plug in and power on. Since they
deliver up to 1800 watts of available power, you don’t have to
choose between a TV and a toaster or a blender and a drill—run
them simultaneously! Up to two fans allow longer, cooler continu-
ous inverter operation, even at full load.

PV1800HF and PV1000HF models provide a permanently-mounted,
convenient power center that allows you to outfit your vehicle or
trailer with an entire kitchen/entertainment system. Mount the
inverters under or along the side of seats, tables or consoles (or any
flat, rigid surface) in your vehicle. Connect PV1800HF and
PV1000HF models to your battery source using user-supplied cables.

Portable Models—
Perfect for Moderate-Duty Travel
PV300, PVINT300 and PV140 models are the perfect mobile power
solutions for business travelers or multiple vehicle owners. Simply
plug them into any dashboard lighter or 12V receptacle to power a
variety of appliances and electronic equipment. Business travelers
will enjoy their ability to run laptop computers and phone/battery
chargers as well as small printers.Multiple vehicle owners will enjoy
their portability—carrying them from car to truck to trailer to boat
and back.

Need high power in a portable design? The PV500 provides a 
winning combination of high power (up to 500 watts) and high
portability to simultaneously run a full complement of home 
entertainment equipment or appliances on the road. Connect the
PV500 directly to your battery source using included cabling and
battery clips.

Ultra-Compact PowerVerter®

DC-to-AC Inverters
Permanent-Mount & Portable Power Solutions

22

33

55

88

66
PV1800HF

22

11 General Purpose PowerVerters

*Not featured on PV140.

77

88

11

77
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NEW!
Full Line for

Every Application!

Permanent-Mount

• 1800 watts  • 1000 watts

Portable

• 500 watts  • 300 watts

• 140 watts

Input Output Continuous Peak Surge No. of
Model Voltage Voltage Output Output Output 15 Amp Size
Number (DC) (AC) Frequency Power Power Outlets (H x W x D) Weight
PowerVerter Plus
PV500FC 12 volts 120 volts 60 Hz 500 watts 1000 watts 2 7 x 7 x 10" 15 lb
PV1000FC 12 volts 120 volts 60 Hz 1000 watts 2000 watts 2 7 x 7 x 10" 26 lb
PV2000FC 12 volts 120 volts 60 Hz 2000 watts 4000 watts 2 7.2 x 8.5 x 16.5" 38 lb
PV2400FC 24 volts 120 volts 60 Hz 2400 watts 4800 watts 2 7.2 x 8.5 x 16.5" 41 lb
APSRM Features 6 diagnostic LEDs, power switch, 50' cord. Compatible with PV2000FC and PV2400FC. 1 x 4 x 1.5" 0.5 lb

PV125 12 volts 120 volts 60 Hz 125 watts 175 watts 1 3.25 x 3.5 x 5.5" 3 lb
PV200 12 volts 120 volts 60 Hz 200 watts 300 watts 1 5.5 x 4.25 x 7.25" 6 lb
PV400 12 volts 120 volts 60 Hz 400 watts 600 watts 1 5.5 x 4.25 x 7.25" 10 lb
PV400/24 24 volts 120 volts 60 Hz 400 watts 600 watts 1 5.5 x 4.25 x 7.25"  10 lb

The policy of Tripp Lite is one of continuous improvement. Product specifications subject to change without notification.



APS PowerVerter®

DC-to-AC Inverters/Battery Chargers

Automatic Uninterruptible Power for 
Large Loads & Critical Equipment

Input Output Continuous Peak Surge Charger No. of
Model Voltage Voltage Output Output Output Input 15 Amp Size
Number (DC) (AC) Frequency Power Power (AC) Outlets (H x W x D) Weight
APS512 12 volts 120 volts 60 Hz 500 watts 1200 watts 120 volts 2 7 x 7 x 10" 16 lb
APS1012 12 volts 120 volts 60 Hz 1000 watts 2000 watts 120 volts 2 7.2 x 8.5 x 16.5" 26 lb
APS1024 24 volts 120 volts 60 Hz 1000 watts 2000 watts 120 volts 2 7.2 x 8.5 x 16.5" 26 lb
APS2012 12 volts 120 volts 60 Hz 2000 watts 4000 watts 120 volts HW† 7.2 x 8.5 x 16.5" 38 lb
APS2424 24 volts 120 volts 60 Hz 2400 watts 4800 watts 120 volts HW† 7.2 x 8.5 x 16.5" 41 lb
APS2448 48 volts 120 volts 60 Hz 2400 watts 4800 watts 120 volts HW† 7.2 x 8.5 x 16.5" 41 lb
APS3636VR* 36 volts 120 volts 60 Hz 3600 watts 7200 watts 120 volts HW† 7.2 x 8.5 x 16.5" 57 lb
APSINT512 12 volts 230 volts 50/60 Hz 500 watts 1000 watts 230 volts 2 7 x 7 x 10"  17 lb
APSINT1012 12 volts 230 volts 50/60 Hz 1000 watts 2000 watts 230 volts 2 7.2 x 8.5 x 16.5" 29 lb
APSINT1024 24 volts 230 volts 50/60 Hz 1000 watts 2000 watts 230 volts 2 7.2 x 8.5 x 16.5" 29 lb
APSINT2012 12 volts 230 volts 50/60 Hz 2000 watts 4000 watts 230 volts HW† 7.2 x 8.5 x 16.5" 43 lb
APSINT2424 24 volts 230 volts 50/60 Hz 2400 watts 4800 watts 230 volts HW† 7.2 x 8.5 x 16.5" 43 lb
APS3636VRI* 36 volts 230 volts 50/60 Hz 3600 watts 7200 watts 230 volts HW† 7.2 x 8.5 x 16.5" 60 lb
APSRM Features 6 diagnostic LEDs, power switch, 50' cord. Compatible with all APS models except APS512 and APSINT512. 1 x 4 x 1.5" 0.5 lb
98-121 12V, 75-amp-hour battery, sealed, maintenance-free 9 x 10.25 x 7" 57.2 lb
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Quality Engineered FeaturesAlternative Power Sources
APS PowerVerters are the best way to turn sporadic AC input into
a constant, reliable power supply.These PowerVerters provide AC
power to your equipment while utility power is available and
charge an array of user-supplied DC batteries at the same time.
When AC power is not available—such as during blackouts or
when a vehicle equipped with an APS PowerVerter is on the road—
APS PowerVerters quickly and automatically switch to providing
connected equipment with frequency controlled AC power drawn
from attached batteries.

No Job Too Big
Tripp Lite produces a wide selection of APS PowerVerters with
output capacities, input voltages and power protection features to
fit virtually any application. Battery backup time is limited only by
the number of batteries you connect to the APS PowerVerter; a
properly connected battery system can provide many hours of 
runtime to your equipment, allowing continuous operation during
AC interruptions.

High Surge and More
APS PowerVerter systems offer all the features and advantages of
PowerVerter Plus Inverters (see p.2-3), including high surge power
capacity, high grade AC output, continuous output power and
heavy duty construction. They add regulated 3-stage battery 
chargers and user-configurable power management features that
make the most out of irregular power input.

Power Management Features
Advanced Battery Charger 
APS PowerVerters recharge batteries quickly
by optimizing the three stages of their charg-
er profile (Bulk,Absorption and Float) to suit
their battery type (Wet or Gel). The recharge
rate is user-programmable (APS1012 and
APS2012 only) to customize the charging
rate depending on the quantity of connect-
ed batteries, providing greater efficiency and battery service life.

High-Efficiency Power Conversion
Run your equipment longer and charge your battery less often with
APS PowerVerter’s highly energy-efficient DC-to-AC operation. All
models are rated up to 90% efficient*, ensuring that more of your
battery’s DC power is used to run your equipment and that less
energy is lost as waste heat.

Load Sense
Conserves battery power by shutting down the APS PowerVerter
when it is not supporting a load.

Load Sharing (Select models only)

Large APS PowerVerters with large power draws can be set to limit
their own charging functions so they can charge batteries at the
quickest rate possible without overloading power input circuits.

Voltage Regulation (Select models only)

VR and VRI models keep equipment running through brownouts
and overvoltages by automatically “boosting” or “cutting” the volt-
age of incoming AC power without draining battery power.

Connection
APS PowerVerter 512, 1012 and 1024 models (and their INT 
versions) all feature line cords and AC outlets. They can recharge
batteries from wall outlets, and equipment may be plugged 
directly into them.

Hardwired models require an electrician to make permanent high
voltage AC input and output connections. All APS PowerVerters
require user-supplied fuses and cabling for battery connection.

Mounting
APS PowerVerters are designed for permanent mounting on-site or
in vehicles. Mounting flanges or keyhole brackets allow for 
horizontal installation on rigid surfaces and mounting plates.
* Efficiency varies depending on load.

Typical Applications

Floating/Flying/Driving Power:
Whether boating, flying or camping,
connect an APS to a vehicle’s battery to
provide an uninterruptible power
source for kitchen appliances, power
tools or other electronic devices.
Recharge quickly from shore power
using the APS PowerVerter’s superior
battery charger. All APS PowerVerters
are moisture-resistant and feature 
silicon-coated circuit boards and LED/
switch covers to reduce splash damage.

Blackout Protection:
APS PowerVerter’s automatic power
switching provides instant AC power
from battery when utility power fails.
Connect emergency lights, flood
pumps, coolers, heaters, cash registers
or any other vital equipment.

Alternative Power:
A windmill and/or solar panel can 
be connected to the input of an APS to
store energy in a multi-battery array for
use when the weather is uncooperative.

Specifications

Automatic Overload Protection
If overloaded, APS PowerVerter systems automatically 
protect themselves from damage.

Fast Load Switching
Provides an uninterruptible power supply with less transfer
time than other inverter/charger systems on the market.
If AC power goes down, APS PowerVerter systems switch
over to backup power in just a few milliseconds so that even 
sensitive computers operate with no interruption.

Frequency Controlled Inverter Output
Allows devices dependent on tightly regulated AC line 
frequency (such as computers,VCRs, CD players, tape
recorders and clocks) to operate with no irregularities.

Multi-Function Indicator Lights
Several sets of multi-function indicator lights constantly display
battery charge levels, fault conditions and inverter operation.

Multi-Option Switches and Adjustments
Front panel configuration switches make it easy to select the
load level at which an APS PowerVerter will begin to supply
AC power, to configure an APS for maximum charging effi-
ciency and even to set up an APS for remote control operation.

Power Switch
Controls inverter operation. Permits charging while 
conserving battery power.

Remote Control Options
APS PowerVerter 512 and INT512 models feature Remote
On/Off Ports.With the addition of a user-supplied cable and
on/off switch, these inverters can be turned on and off from
a distance. Larger APS PowerVerter models feature RJ45 ports
that allow the connection of an optional APSRM Remote on a
50' cord. APSRM Remotes have remote power switches and
LEDs that show inverter operation.

11

22

33

*Voltage regulating models  †Hardwired models.  The policy of Tripp Lite is one of continuous improvement. Product specifications subject to change without notification.

Tripp Lite’s APS2448 allows telecom users to tap into an
existing -48V battery source to power 120V telecom support
equipment during a blackout or continuously as a traditional 

inverter. This eliminates the need
for costly -48V electronics or 

computer equipment.

APS for Telecommunications

44
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APS512

APS3636VR
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APS PowerVerter®

DC-to-AC Inverters/Battery Chargers

Automatic Uninterruptible Power for 
Large Loads & Critical Equipment

Input Output Continuous Peak Surge Charger No. of
Model Voltage Voltage Output Output Output Input 15 Amp Size
Number (DC) (AC) Frequency Power Power (AC) Outlets (H x W x D) Weight
APS512 12 volts 120 volts 60 Hz 500 watts 1200 watts 120 volts 2 7 x 7 x 10" 16 lb
APS1012 12 volts 120 volts 60 Hz 1000 watts 2000 watts 120 volts 2 7.2 x 8.5 x 16.5" 26 lb
APS1024 24 volts 120 volts 60 Hz 1000 watts 2000 watts 120 volts 2 7.2 x 8.5 x 16.5" 26 lb
APS2012 12 volts 120 volts 60 Hz 2000 watts 4000 watts 120 volts HW† 7.2 x 8.5 x 16.5" 38 lb
APS2424 24 volts 120 volts 60 Hz 2400 watts 4800 watts 120 volts HW† 7.2 x 8.5 x 16.5" 41 lb
APS2448 48 volts 120 volts 60 Hz 2400 watts 4800 watts 120 volts HW† 7.2 x 8.5 x 16.5" 41 lb
APS3636VR* 36 volts 120 volts 60 Hz 3600 watts 7200 watts 120 volts HW† 7.2 x 8.5 x 16.5" 57 lb
APSINT512 12 volts 230 volts 50/60 Hz 500 watts 1000 watts 230 volts 2 7 x 7 x 10"  17 lb
APSINT1012 12 volts 230 volts 50/60 Hz 1000 watts 2000 watts 230 volts 2 7.2 x 8.5 x 16.5" 29 lb
APSINT1024 24 volts 230 volts 50/60 Hz 1000 watts 2000 watts 230 volts 2 7.2 x 8.5 x 16.5" 29 lb
APSINT2012 12 volts 230 volts 50/60 Hz 2000 watts 4000 watts 230 volts HW† 7.2 x 8.5 x 16.5" 43 lb
APSINT2424 24 volts 230 volts 50/60 Hz 2400 watts 4800 watts 230 volts HW† 7.2 x 8.5 x 16.5" 43 lb
APS3636VRI* 36 volts 230 volts 50/60 Hz 3600 watts 7200 watts 230 volts HW† 7.2 x 8.5 x 16.5" 60 lb
APSRM Features 6 diagnostic LEDs, power switch, 50' cord. Compatible with all APS models except APS512 and APSINT512. 1 x 4 x 1.5" 0.5 lb
98-121 12V, 75-amp-hour battery, sealed, maintenance-free 9 x 10.25 x 7" 57.2 lb
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Quality Engineered FeaturesAlternative Power Sources
APS PowerVerters are the best way to turn sporadic AC input into
a constant, reliable power supply.These PowerVerters provide AC
power to your equipment while utility power is available and
charge an array of user-supplied DC batteries at the same time.
When AC power is not available—such as during blackouts or
when a vehicle equipped with an APS PowerVerter is on the road—
APS PowerVerters quickly and automatically switch to providing
connected equipment with frequency controlled AC power drawn
from attached batteries.

No Job Too Big
Tripp Lite produces a wide selection of APS PowerVerters with
output capacities, input voltages and power protection features to
fit virtually any application. Battery backup time is limited only by
the number of batteries you connect to the APS PowerVerter; a
properly connected battery system can provide many hours of 
runtime to your equipment, allowing continuous operation during
AC interruptions.

High Surge and More
APS PowerVerter systems offer all the features and advantages of
PowerVerter Plus Inverters (see p.2-3), including high surge power
capacity, high grade AC output, continuous output power and
heavy duty construction. They add regulated 3-stage battery 
chargers and user-configurable power management features that
make the most out of irregular power input.

Power Management Features
Advanced Battery Charger 
APS PowerVerters recharge batteries quickly
by optimizing the three stages of their charg-
er profile (Bulk,Absorption and Float) to suit
their battery type (Wet or Gel). The recharge
rate is user-programmable (APS1012 and
APS2012 only) to customize the charging
rate depending on the quantity of connect-
ed batteries, providing greater efficiency and battery service life.

High-Efficiency Power Conversion
Run your equipment longer and charge your battery less often with
APS PowerVerter’s highly energy-efficient DC-to-AC operation. All
models are rated up to 90% efficient*, ensuring that more of your
battery’s DC power is used to run your equipment and that less
energy is lost as waste heat.

Load Sense
Conserves battery power by shutting down the APS PowerVerter
when it is not supporting a load.

Load Sharing (Select models only)

Large APS PowerVerters with large power draws can be set to limit
their own charging functions so they can charge batteries at the
quickest rate possible without overloading power input circuits.

Voltage Regulation (Select models only)

VR and VRI models keep equipment running through brownouts
and overvoltages by automatically “boosting” or “cutting” the volt-
age of incoming AC power without draining battery power.

Connection
APS PowerVerter 512, 1012 and 1024 models (and their INT 
versions) all feature line cords and AC outlets. They can recharge
batteries from wall outlets, and equipment may be plugged 
directly into them.

Hardwired models require an electrician to make permanent high
voltage AC input and output connections. All APS PowerVerters
require user-supplied fuses and cabling for battery connection.

Mounting
APS PowerVerters are designed for permanent mounting on-site or
in vehicles. Mounting flanges or keyhole brackets allow for 
horizontal installation on rigid surfaces and mounting plates.
* Efficiency varies depending on load.

Typical Applications

Floating/Flying/Driving Power:
Whether boating, flying or camping,
connect an APS to a vehicle’s battery to
provide an uninterruptible power
source for kitchen appliances, power
tools or other electronic devices.
Recharge quickly from shore power
using the APS PowerVerter’s superior
battery charger. All APS PowerVerters
are moisture-resistant and feature 
silicon-coated circuit boards and LED/
switch covers to reduce splash damage.

Blackout Protection:
APS PowerVerter’s automatic power
switching provides instant AC power
from battery when utility power fails.
Connect emergency lights, flood
pumps, coolers, heaters, cash registers
or any other vital equipment.

Alternative Power:
A windmill and/or solar panel can 
be connected to the input of an APS to
store energy in a multi-battery array for
use when the weather is uncooperative.

Specifications

Automatic Overload Protection
If overloaded, APS PowerVerter systems automatically 
protect themselves from damage.

Fast Load Switching
Provides an uninterruptible power supply with less transfer
time than other inverter/charger systems on the market.
If AC power goes down, APS PowerVerter systems switch
over to backup power in just a few milliseconds so that even 
sensitive computers operate with no interruption.

Frequency Controlled Inverter Output
Allows devices dependent on tightly regulated AC line 
frequency (such as computers,VCRs, CD players, tape
recorders and clocks) to operate with no irregularities.

Multi-Function Indicator Lights
Several sets of multi-function indicator lights constantly display
battery charge levels, fault conditions and inverter operation.

Multi-Option Switches and Adjustments
Front panel configuration switches make it easy to select the
load level at which an APS PowerVerter will begin to supply
AC power, to configure an APS for maximum charging effi-
ciency and even to set up an APS for remote control operation.

Power Switch
Controls inverter operation. Permits charging while 
conserving battery power.

Remote Control Options
APS PowerVerter 512 and INT512 models feature Remote
On/Off Ports.With the addition of a user-supplied cable and
on/off switch, these inverters can be turned on and off from
a distance. Larger APS PowerVerter models feature RJ45 ports
that allow the connection of an optional APSRM Remote on a
50' cord. APSRM Remotes have remote power switches and
LEDs that show inverter operation.

11
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*Voltage regulating models  †Hardwired models.  The policy of Tripp Lite is one of continuous improvement. Product specifications subject to change without notification.

Tripp Lite’s APS2448 allows telecom users to tap into an
existing -48V battery source to power 120V telecom support
equipment during a blackout or continuously as a traditional 

inverter. This eliminates the need
for costly -48V electronics or 

computer equipment.

APS for Telecommunications
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3344 11 11

APS512

APS3636VR
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Truck Mount:
A PV2400FC can be permanent-
ly mounted in a diesel truck,
drawing on the 24V vehicle’s
battery to power lights, tools
and communications equipment.

Camping Kitchen:
A PV1000FC connected to a
truck or RV battery can power
all sorts of kitchen appliances:
blenders, coffee makers, even
microwaves.

On-Site Power:
A PV2000FC can draw energy
from vehicle batteries to power
lights and small motors at con-
struction sites,providing a quiet,
ecological, economical alterna-
tive to gas-powered generators.

Travelling Workshop:
A PV500FC connected to a pick-
up’s battery can run drills,
grinders and sawsalls, and can
recharge cordless tools.

Typical ApplicationsAdvantages
Over
Generators
PowerVerter Inverters
are suitable for a wide
range of applications for
which gas generators
just don't measure up.

Safer Power
Generators often produce irregular output voltage and frequency
that could cause computer failures and damage sensitive compo-
nents.PowerVerter Inverters always provide controlled voltage and
frequency output power, which is safer for connected equipment.

Cleaner, Quieter Operation
PowerVerter Inverters generate no toxic fumes,use no flammable fuels
and make less noise than generators, making them suitable for envi-
ronments where generators would be hazardous and inconvenient.

Simpler Upkeep
PowerVerter Inverters require no regular maintenance. They 
are smaller and lighter than generators, making them easier to
transport and store.

High-Efficiency Power Conversion
Run your equipment longer and charge your battery less often with
PowerVerter Plus’ highly energy-efficient DC-to-AC operation. All
models are rated up to 90% efficient*, ensuring that more of your
battery’s DC power is used to run your equipment and that less
energy is lost as waste heat. PowerVerter Plus models run cooler
and quieter compared to inverters with lower efficiency ratings.

Connection
PowerVerter Plus Inverters feature multiple AC outlets so that 
equipment may be plugged directly into them.Battery connections
are made with user-supplied cables and fuses.

Mounting
PowerVerter Plus Inverters are designed for permanent mounting
on-site or in vehicles. Mounting flanges or keyhole brackets allow
for horizontal installation on rigid surfaces and mounting plates.
* Efficiency varies depending on load.

General Purpose PowerVerter®

Power for Smaller Loads/Shorter 
Duty Cycles

Reliable and Affordable PowerVerter Technology
Tripp Lite provides a number of low-power, low-cost PowerVerters

as economical solutions for light power applications. The PV125 

is a portable inverter with an adapter that

can draw on a vehicle’s battery to provide

AC power right from the dashboard.The PV

200, 400 and 400/24 have built-in fuses,

connect to batteries with user-supplied

cabling and can be permanently mounted

on horizontal surfaces.

Specifications
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Quality Engineered Features
Easy DC Battery Connection

• Cigarette Lighter 12V DC Plug (PV140, PV300, PVINT300)

Simply plug into any dashboard 
lighter or 12V DC outlet to draw 
power from your vehicle's battery.

• Battery Clips and Cables (PV500)

Clip directly to vehicle or 
auxiliary batteries.

• Connectors for User-Supplied Cables 
(PV1800HF, PV1000HF)

Cool, Continuous Operation
Up to two internal fans allow longer, cooler continuous
inverter operation.*

Easily-Replaceable External Fuses
Commonly-found, easily replaceable automotive-type fuses 
in conjunction with internal sensing circuits protect your
inverter and your battery from overload.

Durable Aluminum Housing
Rugged to handle rough travel. Light enough to carry along.

Battery-Saver Alarm
Alerts you to low battery voltage level allowing you to 
safely shut down equipment and recharge your battery.

Up to 3 AC Outlets
Accommodate all 
your electronic 
equipment.

Built-In 
Mounting 
Flanges
(PV1800HF, PV1000HF) 

Provide safe,
permanent 
installation.

Illuminated
On/Off Switch

11

33
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55

66

Affordable, Space-Saving Models
Ultra-Compact PowerVerter Inverters provide affordable, space-
saving solutions for all mobile power applications.They pack reli-
able technology into a durable, lightweight aluminum housing
small enough to store or mount inside any car, pick-up, conversion
van or trailer. Choose from permanent-mount or portable models.

Permanent-Mount Models—
The Ultimate Heavy-Duty Power Centers
With PV1800HF and PV1000HF models, you never have to make
difficult decisions about what to plug in and power on. Since they
deliver up to 1800 watts of available power, you don’t have to
choose between a TV and a toaster or a blender and a drill—run
them simultaneously! Up to two fans allow longer, cooler continu-
ous inverter operation, even at full load.

PV1800HF and PV1000HF models provide a permanently-mounted,
convenient power center that allows you to outfit your vehicle or
trailer with an entire kitchen/entertainment system. Mount the
inverters under or along the side of seats, tables or consoles (or any
flat, rigid surface) in your vehicle. Connect PV1800HF and
PV1000HF models to your battery source using user-supplied cables.

Portable Models—
Perfect for Moderate-Duty Travel
PV300, PVINT300 and PV140 models are the perfect mobile power
solutions for business travelers or multiple vehicle owners. Simply
plug them into any dashboard lighter or 12V receptacle to power a
variety of appliances and electronic equipment. Business travelers
will enjoy their ability to run laptop computers and phone/battery
chargers as well as small printers.Multiple vehicle owners will enjoy
their portability—carrying them from car to truck to trailer to boat
and back.

Need high power in a portable design? The PV500 provides a 
winning combination of high power (up to 500 watts) and high
portability to simultaneously run a full complement of home 
entertainment equipment or appliances on the road. Connect the
PV500 directly to your battery source using included cabling and
battery clips.

Ultra-Compact PowerVerter®

DC-to-AC Inverters
Permanent-Mount & Portable Power Solutions

22

33

55

88

66
PV1800HF

22

11 General Purpose PowerVerters

*Not featured on PV140.

77

88

11

77
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NEW!
Full Line for

Every Application!

Permanent-Mount

• 1800 watts  • 1000 watts

Portable

• 500 watts  • 300 watts

• 140 watts

Input Output Continuous Peak Surge No. of
Model Voltage Voltage Output Output Output 15 Amp Size
Number (DC) (AC) Frequency Power Power Outlets (H x W x D) Weight
PowerVerter Plus
PV500FC 12 volts 120 volts 60 Hz 500 watts 1000 watts 2 7 x 7 x 10" 15 lb
PV1000FC 12 volts 120 volts 60 Hz 1000 watts 2000 watts 2 7 x 7 x 10" 26 lb
PV2000FC 12 volts 120 volts 60 Hz 2000 watts 4000 watts 2 7.2 x 8.5 x 16.5" 38 lb
PV2400FC 24 volts 120 volts 60 Hz 2400 watts 4800 watts 2 7.2 x 8.5 x 16.5" 41 lb
APSRM Features 6 diagnostic LEDs, power switch, 50' cord. Compatible with PV2000FC and PV2400FC. 1 x 4 x 1.5" 0.5 lb

PV125 12 volts 120 volts 60 Hz 125 watts 175 watts 1 3.25 x 3.5 x 5.5" 3 lb
PV200 12 volts 120 volts 60 Hz 200 watts 300 watts 1 5.5 x 4.25 x 7.25" 6 lb
PV400 12 volts 120 volts 60 Hz 400 watts 600 watts 1 5.5 x 4.25 x 7.25" 10 lb
PV400/24 24 volts 120 volts 60 Hz 400 watts 600 watts 1 5.5 x 4.25 x 7.25"  10 lb

The policy of Tripp Lite is one of continuous improvement. Product specifications subject to change without notification.
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Ultra-Compact PowerVerter Inverters power all 
applications with the vehicle engine off or on.

RV Entertainment Center:
Bring your entire home theater system (television,
VCR/DVD player, CD player and more) on the road!
PV1800HF and PV1000HF models
supply enough power and AC out-
lets to simultaneously run multiple
pieces of equipment. PV500 model
provides a portable solution for
mobile entertainment.

Mobile Kitchen/Workshop:
PV1800HF and PV1000HF models connected to a vehicle
or auxiliary battery source can power a variety of kitchen
appliances and power tools. Since they pack up to 1800
watts of power, you don’t have to choose between a
blender and a drill—run them simultaneously!

Automotive Office:
A PV300 or PVINT300 plugged into a dashboard lighter pro-
vides enough power for a laptop and a color inkjet printer,
making it possible to print reports and mock-ups on the fly.

Recharging on the Road:
The PV140 can be used to power or
recharge cell phones, laptop 
computers, electric shavers, cam-
corders, portable CD players and
many other devices from your dash-
board lighter or 12V DC outlet.

Power Management Features

High-Efficiency Power Conversion
Run your equipment longer and charge your battery less often with
Ultra-Compact PowerVerter Inverter’s highly energy-efficient 
DC-to-AC operation. All models are rated up to 90% efficient*,
ensuring that more of your battery’s DC power is used to run your
equipment and that less energy is lost as waste heat.Ultra-Compact
PowerVerter models run cooler and more quietly compared to
inverters with lower efficiency ratings.

Peak Surge Capacity
Ultra-Compact PowerVerter Inverters can produce more than their
continuous output rating for very short periods of time. Since many
tools, appliances and printers require more power to start, this
allows you to use PowerVerters with a wider range of equipment.

Computer-Grade Power
Modified sine wave output provides clean, consistent power at the
Ultra-Compact PowerVerter Inverter’s outlets, with no spikes or
surges.This high-quality power output helps loads operate at peak
performance and helps keep electronic circuitry cool. Connected
audio/visual equipment and monitors exhibit less static and noise.

Low Battery Shutdown
When Ultra-Compact PowerVerter Inverters detect low DC voltage
from your battery, they will automatically shut down, saving your
battery and the inverter from damage.This feature helps preserve
enough power in your battery to restart your vehicle.

Connection
Ultra-Compact PowerVerter Inverters feature up to three AC outlets
to accommodate all of your electronic equipment. Portable models
(PV500, PV300, PVINT300 and PV140) include all necessary
cabling for battery connection. PV300, PVINT300 and PV140 
models plug directly into any vehicle’s cigarette lighter or 12V DC
outlet. PV500 model features battery clips that connect directly to
battery terminals. Permanent-mount models (PV1800HF and
PV1000HF) connect to batteries with user-supplied wiring.

Mounting
Permanently mount PV1800HF and PV1000HF models to any flat,
rigid surface using built-in mounting flanges and user-supplied
hardware. PV500, PV300, PVINT300 and PV140 are designed for 
portability and easy storage.Operate them on your car seat or floor,
and store them in your glove compartment or under your seat.
* Efficiency varies depending on load.

Look for 
Ultra-Compact 
PowerVerters in 
informative 
retail packaging 

Specifications

Typical Applications
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High Surge PowerVerter® Plus
DC-to-AC Inverters
Industrial-Strength Power for Vehicular Mounting

Made to Handle 
High Start-Up Wattages
Many electric motors require more power to start than they do 
to keep running. PowerVerter Plus Inverters can deliver the
required start-up wattages, making them ideal for most electric
motor-driven equipment. Sophisticated electronic circuitry 
provides high peak surge power (up to 200% of rated output) to
start and run heavy draw devices.

Heavy Duty Construction 
for the Road 
Made to withstand vibration and impact, PowerVerter Plus
Inverters are ideal for mounting in vehicles, including wheeled,
marine and aeronautic transport. Use them in fleet vehicles and
service trucks or wherever you need power to get a hard job done.

Strong but Sensitive
PowerVerter Plus Inverters not only have high power output and
multiple outlets, but they are also designed to provide delicate 
equipment with the highest grade power possible. They provide
continuous power output, supplying their full watt rating 
indefinitely as long as connected batteries are adequately charged.
Modified sine wave output, frequency control and output voltage
regulation make PowerVerter Plus Inverters suitable even for use
with timing motors and sensitive monitoring equipment.

Quality Engineered Features

High Peak Surge Output
Because they can meet high initial power demands,
PowerVerter Plus Inverters can start and power motors from  

horsepower (PV500FC) to 1 horsepower (PV2400FC).

Automatic Overload Protection
If overloaded, PowerVerter systems automatically 
protect themselves from damage.

Frequency Controlled Inverter Output
Allows devices dependent on tightly regulated AC line 
frequency (such as computers,VCRs, CD players, tape
recorders and clocks) to operate with no irregularities.

Battery Charge Meter
Shows the level of battery charge remaining.

Load Meter
Displays the level of demand placed on the PowerVerter 
by attached equipment.

Power Switch
Controls PowerVerter operation.

Remote Control Options
PowerVerter Plus 500FC and 1000FC models feature
Remote On/Off Ports.With the addition of a cable and
on/off switch, these inverters can be turned on and off
from a distance. PowerVerter Plus 2000FC and 2400FC
models feature RJ45 ports that allow the connection of an
optional APSRM Remote on a 50' cord. APSRM Remotes 
(as shown below) offer the same LED meters and power
switch as the 2000FC and 2400FC's front panels.

11
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APSRM Remote

PV500FC

PV2000FC

11 22 3344
11 2233

221144 33

Input Output Continuous No. of
Model Voltage DC Voltage Output Output 15 Amp Size
Number (DC) Connection (AC) Frequency Power Outlets (H x W x D) Weight

Permanent-Mount Models
PV1800HF 12 volts User-Supplied Cables 120 volts 60 Hz 1800 watts 3 3.9 x 10 x 9.75" 8 lb
PV1000HF 12 volts User-Supplied Cables 120 volts 60 Hz 1000 watts 3 3.9 x 6 x 12" 6 lb
Portable Models
PV500 12 volts Battery Clips 120 volts 60 Hz 500 watts 3 2.5 x 5 x 8" 2.5 lb
PV300 12 volts Lighter Plug 120 volts 60 Hz 300 watts 2 1.75 x 4.5 x 6" 2 lb
PV140 12 volts Lighter Plug 120 volts 60 Hz 140 watts 1 1.75 x 3 x 6" 1.5 lb
PVINT300 12 volts Lighter Plug 230 volts 50 Hz 300 watts 1* 1.75 x 4.5 x 6" 2 lb

1
8

* 10 amp universal outlet
The policy of Tripp Lite is one of continuous improvement. Product specifications subject to change without notification.



UPS Systems

Blackout, brownout and surge protection 
for computer systems from stand-alone 
PCs to mainframes. Models from 200VA 
to 10kVA.

Line Conditioners

Brownout, overvoltage and surge 
protection for computer systems and 
laser printers. Models from 600 to 
2400 watts.

Isobar® Premium

Surge Suppressors

Premium surge, spike and line noise 
suppression for computer systems and 
home electronics. Up to 12 outlets and 
2850 joules of surge suppression.

200106157 95-2170

PowerVerter®

Sizing Guide

PowerVerter®

Sizing Guide

Cable and �

Connectivity Products

An extensive inventory of the most 
popular premium-quality assemblies for 
computer connection. Complete line of 
automatic, manual and KVM switches 
also available. 

For more information, including a list of 
Tripp Lite's sales offices and authorized 
reseller partners, please visit us on the 
Web at www.tripplite.com or call 
(773) 869-1234.

Tripp Lite offers a full line

of quality products for

power protection and

computer connection.

PowerVerter®

Quality Engineered DC-to-AC Inverters

Inverters
PowerVerter
Inverters

®

Quality Engineered DC-to-AC Inverters

From the nation’s leading manufacturer of power protection and cable/connectivity products–
including the isobar® Premium Surge Suppressor

www.tripplite.com
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DC-to-AC Inverters

Permanent-Mount &

Portable Power

Solutions

pages 6 - 7
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PowerVerter Plus
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Power for Vehicular

Mounting

pages 2 - 3
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Find the Right

PowerVerter for �

Your Equipment
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AC power wherever you need it!AC power wherever you need it!

Application 

Finishing Sander 190
5" Bench Grinder 220
¼" Drill 300
Soldering Gun 300
6" Bench Grinder 400
790˚ F Heat Gun 400
   " Reversible Drill 450
Jigsaw 450
Standard Sawsall 480
4½" Disk Grinder 600
½" Reversible Drill 700
10 Gallon Wet/Dry Vacuum 900
6" Circular Saw 950
Router 1000
1200˚ F Heat Gun 1000
Disk Sander/Grinder 1200
14" Chain Saw 1200

    hp Submersible Sump Pump 880
¼ hp Submersible Sump Pump 925
    hp Submersible Sump Pump 1050 
½ hp Submersible Sump Pump 1400 

Video Game System 20
12" Black and White TV 30
VCR 30
CD Changer/Mini System 50
13" Color TV 80
19" Color TV 160
25" Color TV 220
Stereo Amplifier 240

Can Opener 100
Electric Knife 100
12" 3-Speed Fan 250
Mixer/Blender 300
Food Processor 400
Portable Vacuum 550
Toaster Oven 1000
Coffeemaker 1000
Microwave Oven 1000

Inkjet/Bubblejet Printer 40
Laptop Computer 100
Fax Machine 120
14" Color Monitor 125
Laser Printer  800

Laptop Computer Charger 25
7.2V Cordless Drill Charger 25
Cellular Phone Charger 25
Camcorder Charger 25
Cordless Saw Charger 35
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ULTRA 
COMPACT

GENERAL 
PURPOSE 

APS 
SYSTEMS

POWERVERTER 
PLUS

Can’t find your equipment on the chart? 
Multiply the amps of your device by its voltage to 

determine required wattage.
Amps x Volts = Watts

(Example: A ¼¨ Drill requires 2½ Amps.  2½ Amps x 120 = 300 Watts)

Always choose an inverter with a rating greater than 
or equal to required wattage.


